
For your artistic side

Let your eyes play over the surface, and delight in how it 

breaks up the light, creating an endless series of shifting, 

shimmering tones. 

For your business side

This is one hard-nosed, no nonsense surface. Stronger color 

retention, enhanced scratch resistance and the best resistance 

yet to chalking and fading. 

For the “green” side of you

A texture coating that meets current solar reflectivity (SR) 

standards for LEED and Energy Star, which helps keep 

buildings cooler and energy costs down. 

Crinkle Finish

Unique textured perfection for the ages  

with WeatherXLTM Crinkle Finish, the new 

super-strength effects finish from Valspar.

Performance
you can see 
and feel



The strength of beauty,  
and the beauty of strength

This high- durability European roofing and wall panel material is now 

being introduced to North America, after customization for our 

specific coating standard needs. WeatherXLTM Crinkle Finish harnesses 

breakthrough technology to combine the look of authentic shingles and 

the durability of modern coatings as well as unique appearances  

for wall panels.

A number of potential applications for this coating are still emerging, 

but wherever appearance, hardness and durability are important, 

WeatherXL Crinkle Finish should be a top consideration.

Color and texture

The unique texture redirects light for enhanced visual depth, promising 

a step-change improvement over flat-panels’ appearance. The coating 

has been responsively designed, so its subtle shading mirrors the eye’s 

natural horizontal motion.

Durability

Formulated with enhanced WeatherXLTM silicone polyester, this product 

delivers proven superior quality for outstanding performance. For 

all its beauty, it features an enduring weatherability to resist fading, 

scratching and chalking.  

Standing by you

As with all our products, WeatherXL™ Crinkle Finish is backed by 

Valspar’s unequaled service and technical support. Count on us for 

unmatched lead times, highly responsive customer service, and the 

best technical support in the industry.

Valspar Coil and Extrusion Coating Division 
888-306-2645
coilhelp@valspar.com  
valsparcoilextrusion.com/weatherxlcrinkle


